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had a special footing.  Asquith deKghted in his originality, his strong 1908
gusts of common sense, his appreciation of queer characters in lAge
politics and literature.   Politics and literature mixed up in an hour
Trith Birrell were among the refreshments that he most enjoyed.
Others who were younger in years but veterans in politics were
Herbert Gladstone, Sydney Buxton, Lewis Harcourt, Lord Fitz-
maurice, and John Burns. Some of these were intimate friends,
especially Gladstone and Buxton who had, so to speak, grown up
mth Mm in political life, and with all there was the familiarity of
long association, HI health withdrew Ktzmaurice after eighteen
months, but it was a special pleasure to Asquith to haye been able to
bring him into the Cabinet for even a short time, for he held his work
as a historian and student of politics to be of high value. Not to
worry Ministers in their Departments was his general rule, and he
resisted much pressure to disturb the " crusted Conservatism"
which was alleged against John Burns in his conduct of the Local
Government Board. If there was any one Department on which
he specially kept his eye, it was the Home Office. He had filled it
himself, and he knew the difficulties and the manifold opportunities
it offers for getting a Government into trouble.
There was in the early years a paternal quality in his relations to
Uoyd George and Winston Churchill. He was greatly attracted by
both; he liked their exuberance and vitality, and when they got
into scrapes, was apt to look on with amused indulgence. At one
time a combination of Asquith and Lloyd George—each supplying
what was deficient in the other—seemed likely to be for a long
period the dominant power in British politics, but the ultimate tests
revealed differences of character and temperament which were
bound to clash. Being what he was, Lloyd George became of neces-
sity a standing challenge to the classical tradition of Asquith. Of
the younger men coming for the first time into the Cabinet, McKenna
aad Bunciman seemed ta supply the element of precision and effi-
ciency that a modern Government needs. McKenna had married
the daughter of Lady Jekyll, one of Asquith's oldest friends, and
gained his special footing partly that way, but Aaquith had great
trust in him and rated his abilities very high, McKenna and Lloyd
George were not fated to appreciate each other, and Asquith was
often hard put to it to compose their differences in a manner which
did justice to both, but whatever the result, he never grudged the
pate and was determined, if he could, to keep both.
Outside the Cabinet were the very able group of legal officers—
W. S. Bobson, S. T. Evans, Thomas Shaw, Alexander Ure—presently

